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Theology and Power

2016-10-26

the author dispels widely accepted but counterfeit and destructive concepts of
authority explains the nature of genuine authority and submission reveals how one can
discover and exercise one s personal authority and provides principles for establishing
legitimate authority in the world provided by publisher

The Purpose and Power of Authority

2010-12

about the book the power is the handbook to the greatest power in the universe the
power to have anything you want without the power you would not have been born
without the power there wouldn t be a single human being on the planet every discovery
invention and human creation comes from the power perfect health incredible relationships
a career you love a life filled with happiness and the money you need to be do and have
everything you want all come from the power the life of your dreams has always been
closer to you than you realized because the power to have everything good in life is
inside you to create anything to change anything all it takes is just one thing

The Power

2010

this book addresses the gendered political authority in sierra leone a relatively unknown
topic and looks at the part it plays in women s history political history political
transformation in africa and global women s political leadership

Gender and Power in Sierra Leone

2012-01-02

first published in 1987 our understanding of the nature of power in western societies is
currently undergoing a major reassessment the significance of this reassessment emerges
forcefully through comparing the writings of the principal exponents of critical theory
max horkheimer herbert marcuse and j�rgen habermas with those of michel foucault peter
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miller suggests that these two traditions embody fundamentally distinct philosophical
and sociological principles he grounds his analysis in the concepts of domination critical
theory and power foucault miller identifies the notion of subjectivity as central to a
differentiation of the respective approaches of critical theory and foucault for critical
theory it is the repression of subjectivity which provides the evidence of domination and
the rationale for its critique while for foucault subjectivity in western societies is
fabricated through power and linked to the deployment of specific knowledges miller
shows that despite the achievements of critical theory in bringing to light the repressive
nature of advanced industrial societies its thinking is inadequate as a basis for future
analysis and critique he argues that foucault s genealogy of the modern subject which
highlights the role of the human sciences in its fabrication is a more fruitful basis for
charting and investigating the mode of operation of contemporary forms of power the
book includes a survey of all published works by foucault up to the time of his death in
1984 and commentaries on the writings of max horkheimer herbert marcuse and j�rgen
habermas

Domination and Power

2019-12-06

this book looks at the provision of finance in the middle east and north africa mena by the
imf and world bank in return for economic liberalization exploring the political
motivations of funding and geo politics in recipients the effectiveness of funding is
questioned with evidence from four mena countries

Aid and Power in the Arab World

2009-02-25

the story of iraq is one of resistance in this groundbreaking study johan franzen offers a
contextual modern history of the country its creation and its struggle for sovereignty
iraq s contemporary history is a tale of a diverse people thrown together into a nation
state by imperialist statecraft from the state s inception as a league of nations mandate
in the 1920s through wars coups and revolutions iraqis have always resisted foreign
domination but the country propelled by the quest for power intense national pride and a
zeal for sovereignty was catapulted along a trajectory of violence on one side stood
imperialism seeking to control iraq for its own ends facing it iraqis of varying
nationalist groups tried to rid the country of foreign meddling and steer a course of self
determination pride and power offers in depth analysis of the most important events
decisions and processes that led iraq down this path based on extensive research of
primary sources both iraqi and western the book unravels the complexity of iraq s
political history it is essential reading for anyone interested in the international
relations of the middle east or in understanding the rich history of iraq from its
foundation to the present
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Pride and Power

2021-02-01

through economics our politicians have the power to transform people s lives for better
or worse think deng xiaoping who lifted millions out of poverty by opening up china
franklin d roosevelt whose new deal helped the usa break free of the great depression or
peron and his successors in argentina who brought the country to the brink of ruin in this
magisterial history economist and politician vince cable examines the legacy of 16 world
leaders who transformed their countries economic fortunes and who also challenged
economic convention from thatcher to trump from lenin to bismarck money and power
provides a whole new perspective on the science of government examining the fascinating
interplay of economics and politics this is a compelling journey through some of the most
significant people and events of the last 300 years

Money and Power

2021-02-04

this book covers theoretical and experimental findings at the interface between fluid
mechanics heat transfer and energy technologies it reports on the development and
improvement of numerical methods and intelligent technologies for a wide range of
applications in mechanical power and materials engineering it reports on solutions to
modern fluid mechanics and heat transfer problems on strategies for studying and
improving the dynamics and durability of power equipment discussing important issues
relating to energy saving and environmental safety gathering selected contributions to
the xiv international conference on advanced mechanical and power engineering campe
2021 held online on october 18 21 2021 from kharkiv ukraine this book offers a timely
update and extensive information for both researchers and professionals in the field of
mechanical and power engineering
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1987

illuminates the thrilling possibilities of female grassroots activism in india through the
story of sampat pal and her pink gang

Advances in Mechanical and Power Engineering

2022-11-25
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Pink Sari Revolution: A Tale of Women and Power in India

2013

a careful synthesis of the leading radical feminist critics presented from an original point
of view that makes their thought readily available to a general audience

Power

1975

in a world gone dark life goes on for adam and his fortified neighborhood of eden mills even
if the extreme steps taken by his battle hardened mentor herb his police chief mom and the
other leaders in the name of security and survival are increasingly wrenching and
questionable but with renewed determination adam will follow herb s lead he ll do what
it takes he ll make sense of having had to defeat the enemy in such awful ways all that
matters is that their suburban home is safe again in a blackened world that still feels
like a place worth living in so when the next threat more deadly and dangerous for being
so unexpected comes from within the walls adam isn t ready for it and soon the very
person in whom this sixteen year old has placed all his hopes will pay the price because of
adam s mistakes and mistaken trust

�����

2015-07-17

this book explores the relationship between gender and power in burmese history from pre
colonial times to the present day and aims to identify the sources nature and limitations
of women s power the study takes as its starting point the apparent contradiction that
though burmese women historically enjoyed relatively high social status and economic
influence for the most part they remained conspicuously absent from positions of
authority in formal religious social and political institutions the book thus examines
the concept of family in burmese political culture and reveals how some women were able
to gain political influence through their familial connections with powerful men even
while cultural models of correct female behaviour prevented most women from attaining
official positions of political authority the study also considers how various
influences buddhism colonialism nationalism modernisation and militarism shaped burmese
concepts of gender and power with important implications for how women were able to
exercise social economic and political influence the book explores how the effects of
prolonged armed conflict economic isolation and political oppression have constrained
opportunities for women to attain power in contemporary burma and examines
opportunities opened up by the pro democracy movement and recent focus on women s
issues and rights for women to exercise influence both inside burma and in exile using an
interdisciplinary approach that draws on feminist anthropological and social science
discourses placing them within an historical framework the author offers a broad
understanding of how power is obtained and exercised in burma in order to reassess
historical representations of burmese women and so provide a more comprehensive and
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inclusive understanding of power relations in historical and contemporary burma

Eros and Power

1986

this is a study of debate over sexuality and sexual morality that roiled politics in
germany between 1880 and 1914 all parties involved understood it to be a debate over
the most fundamental question of modern political life how to secure both national
power and individual freedom in the context of rapid social and cultural change

The Rule of 3 - Fight for Power

2015-01-20

exact but not exacting this is a fine work of overview and analysis it makes an excellent
contribution to the literature on power and freedom philip pettit william nelson
cromwell professor of politics princeton university in this work the author assumes the
task of a logical clean up an extremely valuable contribution to the promotion of
scientific rigour and clarity in political scholarship this book gives the reader
orientation in a conceptual jungle it is an excellent analysis of the relationships between
normative and social power ernesto garz�n vald�s prof em

The Authority of Influence

2012

the notion that every state has an interest in the territorial integrity of every other
state no matter how distant they are and how slight their connections is peculiar to the
twentieth century to be sure poets and philosophers had perceived humanity s common
interest in preventing wars and statesmen had found that aggression from outside the
community could be deterred by the mutual defense of those within it but no one had ever
tried to organize an all embracing system that used the collective force of its members
to prevent one of them from attacking another it took the wide devastation of two
world wars and the failure of the balance of power systems that preceded them to
instigate the search for a more effective way to manage power to the founders of the
league of nations and the united nations there was nothing extravagant about the idea
that peace is indivisible their countries had been drawn into wars that were largely not
of their making they had learned that to control their destinies they must act early with
others to keep the peace it is this core of national self interest that drives collective
security if the system works at any moment in history it is because its members believe
they have enough stake in the existing order to warrant taking measures against any
nation that threatens to destroy the fabric of that order
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Sex, Freedom, and Power in Imperial Germany, 1880–1914

2014-02-17

this book examines the use of presidential power during the war on terror justin deplato
joins the debate on whether the constitution matters in determining how each branch of
the federal government should use its power to combat the war on terror the actions
and words of presidents george w bush and barack obama are examined deplato s findings
support the theory that executives use their own prerogative in determining what
emergency powers are and how to use them according to deplato the presidents argue
that their powers are implied in article ii of the constitution not expressed this
conclusion renders the constitution meaningless in times of crisis the author reveals
that presidents are becoming increasingly cavalier and that the nation should consider
adopting an amendment to the constitution to proffer expressed executive emergency
powers

Influence and Power

2005-07-19

this volume explores the panic that is a central affective register of our current
international order fears of somali pirates gypsy kidnappers african warlords ebola
mexican meth pimps coyotes gangs climate refugees and more structure the dark side of a
metropolitan unconscious these are terrors over things that might cross borders
threatening the sanctity of territoriality and capital inspired by scholarship challenging
panics around human and sex trafficking the contributors to this volume develop the
umbrella category of the global moral panic embracing the challenge of grasping a
phenomenon not previously regarded as cohering they consider panics provoked by travel
passage transgression panics over bodies that move like panics over trafficking the
episodes narrated here ride and feed a field of common sense regarding crime rights and
state power their logics of victims and villains nourish notions of the centrality of
punishment drawing from and feeding taxonomies of gender race and nation solidifying the
order craved by capital they spotlight the coloniality of power the ongoing salience of
empire the savior logics of rescue and the profound sexism organizing hierarchies of bodies
and places panic this volume diagnoses is a crucial undertheorized facet of contemporary
local global relations

Poise and Power

1912

china s momentous socioeconomic transformation is not taking place in an intellectual
vacuum chinese scholars and public intellectuals are actively engaged in fervent
discussions about the country s domestic and foreign policies demographic constraints
and ever growing integration into the world community this book focuses on china s
major think tanks where policies are initiated and on a few prominent thinkers who
influence the way in which elites and the general public understand and deal with the
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various issues confronting the country the book examines a number of factors
contributing to the rapid rise of chinese think tanks in the reform era these include the
leadership s call for scientific decision making the need for specialized expertise in
economics and finance as china becomes an economic powerhouse the demand for opinion
leaders in the wake of a telecommunication revolution driven by social media the
accumulation of human and financial capital and the increasing utility of the revolving
door nature of think tanks it has been widely noted that think tanks and policy advisors
have played an important role in influencing the strategic thinking of the top leadership
including the formation of ideas such as the three represents china s peaceful rise one belt
one road and the founding of the asian infrastructure investment bank aiib in 2014
president xi jinping made think tank development a national strategy and he claimed that
building a new type of think tank with chinese characteristics is an important and pressing
mission though the media outside china has often reported on this important development
it has all but escaped rigorous scholarly scrutiny this book will categorize chinese
think tanks by their various forms such as government agencies university based think
tanks private think tanks business research centers or consultancies and civil society
groups it will not only analyze the problems and challenges in china s think tank
development but also reveal the power of ideas

Peace, Power, And The United Nations

2019-06-04

poise and power by christian d larson is a compelling exploration of the qualities that
contribute to personal effectiveness and success larson a prominent figure in the new
thought movement provides readers with insights into the development of poise power and
a positive mindset for navigating life s challenges

American Presidential Power and the War on Terror: Does
the Constitution Matter?

2015-09-01

right use of power is a dynamic inspiring and relational approach to ethical awareness
the text offers sound guidance for an emerging ethic that brings compassion to power

Panic, Transnational Cultural Studies, and the Affective
Contours of Power

2018-07-04

energy and power are popular subjects this book provides the information to individuals
so that they can make their own judgments go with the facts rather than someone s self
interest
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Power Of Ideas, The: The Rising Influence Of Thinkers And
Think Tanks In China

2017-03-14

many have a desire to be a powerful man or woman of god the secret place of god s
power by bill vincent will truly stir your faith by using biblical principles bill outlines
much revelation for today s saints of god to walk in power the power of god is the
result of finding god it what is known as the secret place this book has been compiled
from all the lessons i have learned and grown to know the lord he has been my closest
friend and all this is found in the secret place before finding this revelation i flowed in
little to no power of god it is time for the church to grow in power everyone wants
someone to lay hands on them and impart the power of god there may be a truth to real
impartation but it still will not come without a price this book has been a long time
coming but is necessary you will learn to overcome religion get closer to god find the
power of god and experience heaven god spoke to me that this book has been brought to
get his people to find the secret place and discover his power bill spends a lot of time
seeking the face of god concerning current cutting edge things the ministry is more than
just being a minister the first chapter takes you into the secret place you will find by
spending time with god will usher in provision promotion increase of godly knowledge and
so much more bill has a way to say things many different ways until you get it there are
many things that you will learn about heaven on earth and how to become a source that
god can use in a mighty way the secret place of god s power is more than a book it is
learning to be led by the holy spirit being a deliverer to all who need set free and
increasing in the anointing and power of god you are going to be truly encouraged with
this power packed book it is time for us all to find god in a deeper and intimate way

Poise and Power

2024-02-12

brothers as the pages of america s history books are being written i pray that you will
not take this moment lightly we as black men must rise to accountability in this book i
talk about many issues that we face and how we can overcome them a lot of us are
walking around in a man s body but we are still playing with our boyhood toys no
matter whom we have in the white house if change is going to come in my house it must
first begin with me this book is full of inspiration motivation and information man of
integrity it is time to change it is the dawn of a new day and this book will enlighten the
young male it will give hope and strength to the old man and total encouragement to the
brother man

Right Use of Power

2006-06-01

one thing paul prayed for believers is that they would know the exceeding greatness of
his power to us ward who believe ephesians 1 19 god wants us to know his power that
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is in our direction it belongs to us he has made his power ours god has made us stewards
of his power whether or not power flows depends on us not on god god intends that
every need we face be met with his power we cannot live the life god authored for us
without his power this power that god has made ours is greater than any other power
and greater than any need we may face in this classic book you ll learn what god s
power will accomplish for you the law that governs the power of god what brings god
s power into manifestation how to assign god s power to needs the more proficient and
skillful we become with faith and with conducting god s power the more we ll be able to
cooperate with god and receive his blessings into our lives as well as bring blessings to
others he wants us to receive every need met by the greatness of god s power

Energy and Power

2010-10

inspired by the insights of reinhart koselleck and fran�ois hartog two pioneers of the
temporal turn in historiography clark shows how friedrich wilhelm rejected the notion of
continuity with the past believing instead that a sovereign must liberate the state from
the entanglements of tradition to choose freely among different possible futures he
demonstrates how frederick the great abandoned this paradigm for a neoclassical vision
of history in which sovereign and state transcend time altogether and how bismarck
believed that the statesman s duty was to preserve the timeless permanence of the state
amid the torrent of historical change clark describes how hitler did not seek to
revolutionize history like stalin and mussolini but instead sought to evade history
altogether emphasizing timeless racial archetypes and a prophetically foretold future

The Secret Place of God's Power

2014-05-03

this book examines the economics of an industry that has become a critical component of
modern life the electric utility industry the public nature of electricity has affected the
development of the industry both private and public while this book focuses on private
utilities it recognizes the potential for a resurgence of public ownership the objective of
the book is to examine factors that will affect the evolution of markets for power of
critical importance is the role of information which is required for making and evaluating
decisions in power markets this book demonstrates that utilities can exploit information
as a source of market power impeding the development of more competitive and efficient
markets to a large extent the source of the utilities market power is the ability to
specify computer models used in the planning pricing and operation of markets for
electricity a number of concepts related to the use and control of information and
models are developed in this book

From a Boy to a Man: Money, Sex and Power

2020-01-06
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want to understand the basics of solar and wind energy before you build your own
system if so this is the book you need you ll learn the difference between energy and power
how power is related to current and voltage and how current is related to voltage and
resistance you ll learn about all the different parts of an alternative energy system
what their purpose is and how they are wired you ll also lean how to calculate the size
system you need finally you ll even learn where to place your solar array and what
tilt angle to use if you already have the knack for these things this may be the only book
you need before you start building

The Greatness of God's Power

2013-06

an exploration of the political dimensions of graeco roman education and of its
subsequent models

Time and Power

2021-04-13

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

Women and Power

1983

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a
quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format
that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read
typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
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an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Regulating Power

1993-01-01

masters of the situation some secrets of success and power is an unchanged high quality
reprint of the original edition of 1888 hansebooks is editor of the literature on different
topic areas such as research and science travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition
medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical
literature many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as
antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the
preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future

Solar and Wind Power

2018-01-19

this book examines the power relations that organize and facilitate quality assurance in
higher education it interrogates power in terms of macro systems of accountability
surveillance and regulation and uncovers the ways in which quality is experienced by
academics and managers in higher education louise morley reveals some of the hidden
transcripts behind quality assurance and poses significant questions what signs of
quality in higher education are being performed and valued what losses gains fears and
anxieties are activated by the procedures is the culture of excellence resulting in
mediocrity quality and power in higher education covers a wide range of issues including
the policy contexts new managerialism the costs of quality assurance collegiality peer
review gender and equity implications occupational stress commodification and consumer
values in higher education performativity league tables benchmarking increasing
workloads and the long term effects on the academy it draws upon morley s empirical
work in the uk on international studies and on literature from sociology higher
education studies organization studies and feminist theory it is important reading for
students and scholars of higher education policy and practice and for university
managers and policy makers

Truths versus Shadows, or the Real and the False

1871

Pedagogy and Power

1998-08-27
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Power and Power Transmission

2015-08-31

Poise and Power

2018-10-15

Masters of the Situation

2017-04-28

Quality and Power in Higher Education

2003-01-01
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